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There are words and concepts – many words and concepts – that we use with no knowledge of their past. Such concepts are taken for granted and their meaning is rarely questioned. Innovation is such an anonymous concept.

Today, the concept of innovation is wedded to an economic ideology, so much that we forget that it has mainly been a political – and contested – concept for the last five hundred years. Before the twentieth century, innovation was a vice, something explicitly forbidden by law and used as a linguistic weapon by the opponents of change. Innovation had nothing to do with creativity, not yet. And there was no theory of innovation. The concept has a “negative history”, to use Pierre Rosanvallon’s phrase on the history of democracy (Rosanvallon, 2003: 43-45): a history of contestations, refutations, denials and denigrations. Innovation is something that the opponent of change or the conservative calls innovation. In contrast, today innovation is a word of honor. Everyone likes to be called an innovator; every firm innovates (or does it?); governments legislate to make whole nations innovative. As John Lyons says of the imagination: innovation “is popularly considered to be a great endowment. People, and even institutions, are criticized for [not being innovative enough]” (Lyons, 2005: x).

How could people of the previous centuries constantly innovate but at the same time deny they innovate? In what follows, I suggest that the paradox, as David Zaret calls it (Zaret, 2000: 37-43; 254-57), is best explained linguistically. Innovation is a bad word and people prefer to cast their innovative behavior using other words. “Il fallait que l’innovation”, claimed the
French historian and intellectual Edgar Quintet, “s’accomplit sans que le génie du passé eût le moindre soupçon qu’il entrât quelque chose de nouveau dans le monde” [Innovation had to be carried out without the geniuses from previous times having the least suspicion that something new was being brought into the world] (Quintet, 1865 : 208). “What people claim to be doing and how they justify it”, suggests John Pocock, “is just as revealing as what they finally do” (Pocock, 1985: 218).

Through what route has the concept changed meaning, when and why? This occurred gradually over two hundred years. Innovation acquired a positive connotation because of its instrumental function to political, social and material progress of societies (Godin, 2015). From the early nineteenth century, a whole vocabulary developed that tells a story that “create, even sanctify”, to use Gordon Schochet’s words on the history of political thought (Schochet, 1993: 322), a progressive future, rehabilitating dirty words until then – revolution – and adding new ones – creativity – to talk of and about innovation. From that time on, innovation became a catchword that everyone understood spontaneously – or thought he understood –; that every theorist talked about; that every government espoused (Table 1).

The history of the concept of innovation is an untold story. It is a story of myths and conceptual confusions. Many attribute the origin of the concept to economics and to Joseph Schumpeter (e.g. Staudenmaier, 1985: 56; Alter, 2000: 8). Some historians of classical times mix and do not distinguish novelty, which was accepted to several extents, and innovation, which is political and contested, as does Armand d’Angour in his history of novelty in Ancient Greece (Angour, 2011). Pocock, for his part, attributes a typology of innovators to Niccolo Machiavelli, whereas the author of The Prince is concerned with change and how different types of rulers react to change (Pocock, 1975). Still others pretend that there was no innovation in the past, in spite of discourses

Table 1 : Frequency of the Term Innovation Over Time (Google Ngram)
on innovation as such. To Anthony Milton, the innovation the English puritans accused the bishops of in the seventeenth century is not real innovation because it was symbolic or minor, as we say today (Milton, 1995) – a myopia shared centuries ago by, at least, Jacques Bossuet (Bossuet, 1751). Milton forgets that innovation is a subjective concept. Anachronism is also omnipresent in modern writings. For example, some pretend that the concept “social innovation”, as a counter-concept to technological innovation, is quite recent (Cloutier, 2003), while in fact it appeared one hundred years before the phrase “technological innovation”. To continue: in many translations of old texts, there is regular language inflation on the concept of innovation, perhaps because of a context which denigrates (or praises) innovation. Finally, on the entry ‘innovation’, etymological dictionaries start in the fourteenth century, ignoring sources from ancient times.

In this paper, I will study the ways in which thoughts on innovation of early-modern society gave rise to innovation theory in the twentieth century, namely how, when and why a pejorative and morally connoted word shifted to a much valued concept. I offer a history of the concept of innovation, going back to Antiquity, a history that takes the use of the concept seriously: from polemical to instrumental to theoretical.

Prehistory

From its very emergence in Ancient Greece, the concept of innovation (kainotomia) had a political connotation. As “introducing change into the established order”, innovation was subversive, or revolutionary, as we say today. Such were Plato’s and Aristotle’s meanings; one focusing on cultural innovation (games, music) and its effect on society, the other on changes to political constitutions. Certainly, there were a few positive uses of the concept in classical Greece. Xenophon on ‘political economy’ is one example (Xenophon, Ways and Means). Xenophon’s use of kainotomia is literal. The word is a combination of kainos (new) and the radical tom (cut; cutting). Xenophon’s use of innovation is “making new cuttings”, namely opening new mine galleries – later writers (Plato, Aristotle) used the concept in a metaphorical sense (making new). Xenophon’s objective was to increase the revenues of the city of Athens. Plutarch and his biography of Greeks and Romans is another example of positive uses of the concept (Plutarch, Lives). Mention needs to be made to Polybius too. In his Histories, Polybius coins kainopoein, the meaning of which is “making new”, a term that he applies to himself as inventor of a new kind of history. But in general, innovation is negative. In general too, innovation is a word with few occurrences among ancient writers.

The political and contested connotation survived, or rather was revived during the Reformation (see below). In the meantime, the concept made its entry into Latin vocabulary, with a positive meaning. In contrast to the Greeks, the Romans had no word for innovation, although they had many words for novelty (novitas, res nova). In addition, the verb novare carried a pejorative meaning similar to kainotomia/mein, depending on the context. Yet, from the fourth century, Latin writers, first of all Christian writers and poets, coined in-novo, which means renewing (return to the original or pure soul), in line with other
Christian terms of the time – rebirth, regeneration, reformation (Ladner, 1959) – and according to the message of the New Testament (God sent his son Jesus to save man from sin). *Innovo* has no future connotation as such, although it brings a ‘new order’. *Innovo* refers to the past: going back to purity or the original soul. The Vulgate was influential here. In 382, Pope Damasus I commissioned Saint Jerome to produce a ‘standard’ version of the *Vetus Latina*, which he did using original Greek and Hebrew texts. Four books in the Vulgate make use of *innovo* in a spiritual context (Job, Lamentations, Psalms, Wisdom).

*Revolution* and *renewing* are the two poles of a spectrum of meanings that define innovation in the following centuries, both in dictionaries and lay discourses – contrary to political thought, there was no theoretical work on innovation before the late nineteenth century. Renewing points to the past (return to the old, changing or renewing the old) and revolution points to the future (introducing something new, entirely new). For example, Catholic Popes in the fifteenth century used innovation in a legal context as renewing previous statutes, and Machiavelli did so in the sense of imitation. In spite of his ‘revolutionary’ political morality, Machiavelli’s meaning of innovation was introducing new laws similar to those of great rulers in the past. On the other hand, reformers and counter-reformers from the sixteenth century used the concept as a word of accusation for changing things with ‘revolutionary’ consequences impending.

**Innovation and Order**

Innovation thus began with both a positive and negative meaning, but subsequently lost this valence when it moved to the politico-religious sphere of the Reformation. From the very beginning of the Reformation, royal and ecclesiastical authorities started using innovation in discourse. In 1548, Edward VI, King of England and successor to Henry VIII, issued a *Proclamation Against Those That Doeth Innouate*. The proclamation places innovation in context, constitutes an admonition not to innovate and imposes punishments on offenders (England and Wales. Sovereign. Edward VI, 1548):

> The proclamation was followed by the *Book of Common Prayer*, whose preface enjoins people not to meddle with the “folly” and “innovations and new-fangledness” of some men (Church of England, 1549). A hundred years later, King Charles prohibited innovation again (England and Wales. Sovereign. Charles I, 1641), and the Church produced lists of forbidden innovations (Church of England, 1641), required bishops to visit parishes to enforce the ban, instructed bishops and archbishops as well as doctors (universities) and school-masters to take an oath against innovations and ordered trials to prosecute the “innovators” (Church of Scotland, 1707). Advice books and treatises for princes and courtiers supported this understanding, and included instructions not to innovate. Books of manners urged people not to meddle with innovation. Speeches and sermons spoke against innovation, religious and political. Every opponent to innovation – puritans, ecclesiasts, royalists and pamphleteers – regularly repeated the admonitions of monarchs in support of their own case against innovators – until the second half of the nineteenth century in the case of religion.
The Reformation was a key moment in the history of the concept of innovation. At a time when the Reformation was incomplete and still in the making, the Catholics accused the reformers of innovating. The Puritans served the same argument to the Protestant Church, accused of bringing the Church back to Catholicism. The word served both sides of the debate: reformers and counter-reformers. It was precisely in the context of the Reformation that the concept entered everyday discourse. The English puritan Henry Burton was an emblematic writer. Every later argument on innovation would be found in the pamphlet *For God and the King* (1636), the sum (with additions and enhancements) of two sermons preached on November 5 “to teach [his] people obedience to both” God and the King in these times of “innovations tending to reduce us to that Religion of Rome”. Innovators were those who transgressed the disciplinary order and intend to change it for evil purposes, namely bringing the Protestant Church back to Catholic doctrine and discipline. Innovating is a private liberty – as heresy is – that creeps imperceptibly and, with time, leads to dangerous consequences. Archbishop William Laud and his supporters (Peter Heylin, Christopher Dow) produced replies that opposed Burton’s argument entirely: “We are not innovating” but bringing the Church back to purity. Burton was brought to the Court, put into prison and had his ears cut off.

This was only the beginning. Soon the meaning of innovation was to be enlarged. First, to the political. The monarchists of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries accused the republicans of being “innovators”. Such was the accusation made against Henry Neville in England and his pamphlet *Plato Redivivus: or, a Dialogue Concerning Government* (1681). Innovation is revolutionary and violent. No republican – no citizen in fact, even the most famous Protestant reformers or the French revolutionaries – thought of applying the concept to his own project. Innovation is too bad a word for this. In contrast, and precisely because the word is morally connoted, the monarchists used and abused the word and labelled the Republican as an innovator (Anonymous, 1681; Goddard, 1684). This linguistic practice continued until the French Revolution – and later –, and casted a general disrepute on the idea of innovation. As François-Dominique de Reynaud Montlosier puts it on the disgust of novelty [dégoût des nouveautés]: “Un préjugé général, produit par la haine de la révolution, a établi, avec des apparences assez favorables, que tout ce qui l’a immédiatement précédé, est excellent: c’est comme innovation qu’on la dénigre principalement; et par là même un discrédit général a dû s’attacher à toutes sortes d’innovations” [A general bias, arising from the hatred toward the revolution, established, with apparently considerable support, that everything immediately preceding it was excellent: it is as an innovation that is denigrated; and as a result every innovation has come to be discredited] (Montlosier, 1814, tome trois: 137).

Secondly, innovation widened its meaning to the social. The social reformer or socialist of the nineteenth century is called a “social innovator”, as William Sargant puts it in *Social Innovators and Their Scheme* (1858). His aim is to overthrow the social order, namely private property. Innovation is a scheme or design in a pejorative sense – as it is a conspiracy in political literature (words used
are project or plan or plot or machination). This connotation remained in vocabulary until late in the nineteenth century – although some writers discuss social innovation using the positive idea of (social) reform. For example, in 1888, a popular edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica included a long article on communism which begins as follows: “Communism is the name given to the schemes of social innovation which have for their starting point the attempted overthrow of the institution of private property” (Encyclopedia Britannica, 1888: 211).

Everyone shares this representation of innovation. Natural philosophers, from Francis Bacon onward, never refer to innovation as what is certainly the most innovative project in science: the experimental method (Godin, 2014a). Equally, very few artisans and inventors talk of their invention in terms of innovation (Godin, Forthcoming). Innovation is political.

Innovation and Progress

The concept of revolution and the concept of innovation changed meaning and start to be used in a positive sense at about the same time. The “spirit of innovation”, a pejorative phrase of the previous centuries, became one of praise. This occurred gradually over the nineteenth century, particularly in France – “le centre de l’esprit philosophique et novateur” [the centre of philosophical and innovative spirit] (Littré, 1873: 208) –, and got full hearing in the twentieth century. Two rehabilitations of the concept serve the purpose. One, a semantic re-description: People start producing reflexive thoughts on what innovation is and conclude that the concept admits of different interpretations. Innovation is neutral. There are good and bad innovations. But in practice innovation is a word of accusation, the “war cry of the fools”, as Jean d’Alembert puts it in his Éloge de L’Abbé François Régnier Desmarais (1786), a “damned word”, as the fourierist Victor Considérant claims (Considérant, 1834: 312). Yet, innovation may be a good thing, namely useful. As the philosopher Jeremy Bentham puts it in The Book of Fallacies (Bentham, 1824: 143-44, 218):

“Innovation means a bad change, presenting to the mind, besides the idea of a change, the proposition, either that change in general is a bad thing, or at least that the sort of change in question is a bad change... [But] to say all new things are bad, is as much as to say all things are bad, or, at any event, at their commencement; for of all the old things ever seen or heard of, there is not one that was not once new. Whatever is now establishment was once innovation... The idea of novelty was the only idea originally attached to the term innovation, and the only one which is directly expressed in the etymology.”

Here lies a second rehabilitation, an instrumental one. Innovation is a means to political, social and material progress. “If it had not been for this happy spirit of innovation, what would be the state of mechanics, mathematics, geography, astronomy, and all the useful arts and sciences” (Pigott, 1792: 171). Such is a repeated statement after the French Revolution.

The “Government of the Church by bishops is an innovation”; the British constitution “owes its beauty to innovation”; “the great charter and the bill of rights are innovations”; “the office of
the speaker and the freedom of speech” are too. Writers narrate or rather rewrite the story of the past in terms of innovation, including the Reformation and the Revolution (e.g. Montlosier, 1814; Blanc, 1847; Quintet, 1865; Dubeuf, 1866) and talk of innovators in superlative terms (Patterson, 1850). Innovation is a source of national pride too (Touchard-Lafosse and Roberge, 1822-24; Delepierre, 1836; Candolle, 1873):

Writers also discuss the feelings of the people towards innovation. For example, ‘anthropologists’ look at how the “primitives” react to innovation, as opposed to the moderns (e.g. Gobineau, 1853). The dichotomy tradition-innovation /conservateur-novateur becomes a common framework for understanding the past, the present and the future.

Yet the transition from the negative to the positive is not sudden. First, the neutral use of the concept coexisted with the pejorative before the nineteenth century (e.g. Saint Simon, 1713). Second, the pejorative use of innovation continued to share a place with the positive over the nineteenth century (e.g. Winslow, 1835; Littledale, 1868). One had to wait until the twentieth century for a complete reversal in the representation of innovation. This occurred after World War II. Those who contested innovation in the past – governments – start de-contesting innovation and produce reflexive thoughts on innovation as a policy tool.6 One after the other, international organizations and governments embrace innovation as a solution to economic problems and international competitiveness (OECD, 1966; 1969; 1970; 1971; US Department of Commerce, 1967: UK Advisory Council on Science and Technology, 1968), and then launch innovation policies (Pavitt and Walker, 1976).

At that precise moment, the dominant representation of innovation shifts to that of the economy: technological innovation – a phrase that emerged after World War II7 – as commercialized invention. Technological innovation serves economic growth. It is a tool to reduce lags or gaps in productivity between countries and is conducive to industrial leadership. A whole new set of arguments develops: research and development (R&D) leads to innovation and innovation to prosperity (Kuznets, 1959; Pavitt, 1963).8 Statistics are developed to support the idea: innovation surveys are administered to firms and the numbers collected into “innovation scoreboards” that serve as so-called evidence-based information to policy-makers. Innovation becomes a basic concept of economic policy. In a matter of decades, science policy shifts to technology policy to innovation policy, and indicators on science and technology are relabeled indicators of innovation. In all these efforts, the governments are supported by the academics as consultants, who imagine models of innovation by the dozens, as a way to frame and guide policies. Model itself becomes an integral concept in the literature on innovation.

Theorizing Innovation

Early in the twentieth century, innovation became a common word and began to appear in law, education, literature, arts, sciences, medicine and the social sciences. Innovation is cast in terms of a vocabulary of initiative,9 together with entrepreneurship and creativity. Two discourses encapsulate all this in a story that is essential to
innovation as a phenomenon: a public (government) discourse (see above) and a theoretical discourse. The theorists began to study innovation and, in doing so, embrace a eulogistic view of innovation, or “pro-innovation bias”, as the sociologist Everett Rogers puts it. The aim is to understand innovation in order to serve the practical: how to accelerate and get more out of innovation; what kind of strategy and policy are required to this end.

Beginning in the 1940s, theoretical thoughts on innovation appeared and theories of innovation multiply afterwards. Psychological, sociological and economically-oriented theories followed one after the other: Gabriel Tarde (1890) and Schumpeter (1939), economic historians (Maclaurin, 1949), anthropologists (Barnett, 1953), sociologists (Rogers, 1962; Coleman et al., 1966; Langrish et al., 1972), education (Miles, 1964; Carlson, 1965), politics (Thompson, 1969), management (Carter and William, 1958; Burns and Stalker, 1961; Argyris, 1965; Myers and Marquis, 1969; Zaltman et al., 1973; Twiss, 1974), engineers (Morton, 1971), mainstream economists (Mansfield, 1968; Mansfield et al., 1971) and evolutionary economists (Freeman, 1974; Nelson and Winter, 1977). What was called change (e.g. social change) and modernization before becomes innovation. Everyone is now considered an innovator, from the individual to organizations to nations. Innovation is “any thought, behavior, or thing that is new because it is qualitatively different from existing forms”, suggests the anthropologist Homer Barnett, in one of the very first theories of innovation in the twentieth century (Barnett, 1953: 7). To the sociologist Everett Rogers, an influential theorist of innovation, innovation is “an idea perceived as new by an individual” (Rogers, 1962: 13) “or other unit of adoption” (Rogers, 1983: 11). A totally new representation of innovation develops:

- Innovation is no longer seen as subversive to the social order, but simply opposed to traditional ways of doing things.
- The innovator is not a heretic. He is simply different from the masses or from his fellows. He may be a deviant, but in a sociological sense: an original, a marginal, a nonconformist, unorthodox.
- The innovator is ingenious and creative. He is an experimenter, an entrepreneur, a leader; he is the agent of change.

Two theoretical perspectives particularly – economics (technology) and policy – serve a new ideology, and the theorists rapidly got a government hearing. To paraphrase Kevin Sharpe on revolutions (Sharpe, 2000: 6-7), the study of innovation – particularly the management, policy and economics of innovation (Godin, 2012, 2014b) – established a cultural dominance which contributed to political discourses. These disciplines are part of the political culture that was essential to its ascendancy and was instrumental in its creation and survival.

A new semantic field develops for a new society. In the previous centuries, the semantic field of innovation was composed of four concepts. One is change, which is accepted depending on the context, but innovation is not. Innovation (as well as alteration) is intentional change, as contrasted to change which is natural or the doing of God. Among the intentional changes, reformation (and
renovation) is accepted. As Burke puts it: “As in most questions of state, there is a middle. There is something else than the mere alternative of absolute destruction, or unreformed existence” (Burke, 1790: 158). “To innovate is not to reform” (Burke, 1796: 290). Reformation is gradual. It builds on what already exist. Reformation acts here as a counter-concept to innovation. A third concept of the then semantic field of innovation is revolution. A revolution is radical, violent and total. By the nineteenth century, innovation had encapsulated this later connotation. Innovation is change to the established order, a change that is intentional, a change that brings radical change or revolutionarylly transforms society.

The semantic field of the twentieth century is different. To be sure, some terms were in place in the previous centuries, such as change. Today, innovation is intentional change in the sense of planned change. It necessitates strategy and investment. Reformation also gave a key term of the modern vocabulary: reform. Innovation retains the idea of revolution too. There are major innovations, so it is said, and they are the most studied innovations because of their revolutionary impacts on society, so it is believed. In spite of these continuities, a new vocabulary has emerged. Innovation is originality, in three senses. First, innovation is difference, departure. Second, innovation is creativity in the sense of combination. Innovation recombines ideas or things in a new way (Barnett, 1953). Third, innovation refers to origin, namely being first to originate (initiate) or use a new practice. For example, to economists, innovators are the firsts to commercialize a new invention. This connotation owes its existence to the market ideology. As David Teece explains, “innovating firms often fail to obtain significant economic returns from an innovation while customers, imitators and other industry participants benefit” (Teece, 1986: 285). As a consequence, theories of innovation are concerned with ways of preventing imitation or “keeping imitators/followers at bay” (Teece, 1986: 290), that is, how can firms get the full benefit of their innovation, how the “innovator is to avoid handing over the lion’s share of the profits to imitators” (Teece, 1986: 292). Teece discusses the “strategies the firm must follow to maximize its share of industry profits relative to imitators and other competitors” (Teece, 1986: 300-301).

Such as is the case for economists, to sociologists, innovation is the first adoption of a new practice, in the present case a new practice in a group or a community, but includes a far larger range of practices than the economists suggest – although the majority of sociologists also focus on technology. This meaning owes to governmental institutions’ objective of modernizing agriculture and diffusing new farm techniques among farmers (Subcommittee on the Diffusion and Adoption of Farm Practices, 1952). It gave rise to a whole vocabulary on innovators versus laggards (Rogers, 1962). Both the sociologists’ and economists’ vocabulary encapsulates the fundamental representation of innovation of the twentieth century. Innovation is source or revolutionary change (terms used are major, structural, systemic, paradigmatic), hence the need to support innovators (change agents, entrepreneurs) and make everyone an innovator (the laggards). To Machiavelli, “All human affairs are ever in a state of flux and cannot stand still”, hence the need for (political) innovations to stabilize the
world (*The Prince*, I, 6; see also *The Discourses*, II, Preface). In contrast, to the moderns, the world is too stable and needs revolutionary innovations.

Originality is only one basic concept of the semantic field of innovation. There are also counter-concepts. One is *imitation*. Innovation is contrasted to imitation. Imitation is not original or creative, so it is said. When discussing the strategies of firms, Chris Freeman, a mainstream theorist on technological innovation, limits and contrasts “the traditional strategy [use of invention as] essentially non-innovative, or insofar as it is innovative it is restricted [my italics] to the adoption of process innovations, generated elsewhere but available equally to all firms in the industry” (Freeman, 1974: 257). To Freeman and his colleagues, innovation “excludes simple imitation or ‘adoption’ by imitators” (SPRU, 1972: 7). Such a view is contested. To a few others, like Charles Carter and Bruce Williams, a firm “may be highly progressive [innovative] without showing much trace of originality [research]. It may simply copy what is done elsewhere ... It is nonsense to identify progressiveness with inventiveness” (Carter and Williams, 1958: 108). As the anthropologist Barnett puts it, the imitator does something new “instead of doing what he is accustomed to do” (Barnett, 1961: 34).

Another counter-concept to innovation is *invention*. Innovation is contrasted to invention, which is mental. Innovation is putting invention to work. As Schumpeter, among others, puts it: “innovation is possible without anything we should identify as invention and invention does not necessarily induce innovation” (Schumpeter, 1939: 84-85). Yet, invention plays the role of a basic concept to innovation at the same time. While science and innovation were two separated things to natural philosophers of past centuries, they are now part of the same process. Invention is the first step in the *process* of innovation. Innovation starts with basic research, then applied research then development. This view gave rise to what is known as the “linear model of innovation”, a much criticized view but one that remains in the background of policies and theories (Godin, 2006; 2008).

However, the most basic concept of the semantic field is ‘action’ or action-related concepts. According to theorists, innovation is:

- **Introduction**: introducing something new to the world. This concept first appeared among anthropologists and sociologists, but is most popular among economists and management.
- **Application**, assimilation, transformation, exploitation, translation, implementation: applying (new) knowledge in a practical context. Innovation is the application of ideas, inventions and science.
- **Adoption**, acceptance, utilization, diffusion: adopting a new behaviour or practice. These concepts are mainly used by sociologists.
- **Commercialization**: bringing a new good to the market. Used concurrently with introduction or application, this concept applies to industrial innovation.

Action goes hand in hand with another concept, *usefulness/utility*, talked about in terms of:

- **Progress**, modernization, advancement, development;
- (Economic) growth, productivity, competitiveness, profits;
- (Organizational) efficiency;
- (Social) needs.

Innovation is no longer an individual affair but a collective process. To be sure, the twentieth century has its individual heroes: the entrepreneurs. Yet, entrepreneurs are only one part of the process of innovation: a total process as some call it, or a socioeconomic process. As Jack Morton, Engineer and Research Director at Bell Laboratories, who brought the transistor from invention to market, and who is the author of numerous articles and a book on innovation, suggests (Morton, 1968: 57):

“\textit{Innovation is not a single action but a total [my italics] process of interrelated parts. It is not just the discovery of new knowledge, not just the development of a new product, manufacturing technique, or service, nor the creation of a new market. Rather, it is all [my italics] these things: a process in which all of these creative acts, from research to service, are present, acting together in an integrated way toward a common goal.”}

Defining innovation as a process is a twentieth century ‘innovation’. Herein lies a semantic ‘innovation’, an ‘innovation’ that has had a major impact on the modern representation of innovation. Until then, innovation as a concept was either a substantive (something new) or a verb (introducing, adopting something new), an end or a means. Sometimes it is also discussed in terms of a faculty (combination, creativity), an attitude (radicalism) or aptitude (skill) or quality (originality, departure, difference):

- Substantive: novelties (new ideas, behaviours, objects)
- Action: introducing (or bringing in) something new
- Process: a sequence of activities from generating ideas to their use in practice

From the mid-twentieth century, innovation has been studied as a chronological “process”, a sequential process in time (Maclaurin, 1949; Subcommittee on the Diffusion and Adoption of Farm Practices, 1952). Innovation is not a thing or a single act but a series of events or activities (called \textit{stages}) with a purpose. The theorists have made themselves “innovative ideologists” here, to use Quentin Skinner’s phrase (Skinner, 2002a; 2002b). They brought in a new definition of innovation, in reaction to earlier ones. The nuance between innovation as a verb and innovation as a process is not as clear-cut as it might appear at first sight. This is not unlike innovation as substantive or verb. In fact, innovation is an abstract word that admits of two meanings: action (introduction of something new) and result/outcome (the new). For example, sociologists use innovation as a substantive but focus on the verb (diffusion). Similarly, economists stress the verb form (commercialization). Be that as it may, innovation as a process has contributed to giving the concept of innovation a very large function: innovation encompasses every dimension of an invention, from generation (initiation) to diffusion. To the sociologists, the “conversion process”, to use Brian Twiss’ phrase (Twiss, 1974), is one from (individual) adoption to (social) diffusion; to the economists, from invention to commercialization; to management schools from (product) development to manufacturing.
Everywhere, this process is framed in terms of a sequence (with stages) called *models*.

Innovation is a counter-concept to science – and more particularly to basic research – as a dominant cultural value of the twentieth century. Technological innovation sprang from a tension between science (for its own sake) and society, or aspiration to action. It emerged as a category in the twentieth century because in discourse, action and policy, it was useful to include a large(r) number of people (than scientists) and activities (than science or basic research). Innovation is a *process* that includes several people and activities, so it is claimed. Science or research is only one step or factor in the process of innovation, and often not even a necessary step.

**Conclusion**

There is a complete lack of historical work on the concept of innovation in literature: hence the current myths on the origin of the concept – unanimously attributed to Schumpeter; hence innovation as the object of a spontaneous and dominant representation – innovation as technological innovation; hence the absence of reflexivity – innovation is always good.

As the nineteenth century ended, the word innovation had accumulated four characteristics that made of it a powerful (and pejorative) term. From the Greeks, the representation of innovation had retained its subversive (revolutionary) character. The Reformation added a heretic dimension (individual liberty), and the Renaissance a violent overtone. Together, these characteristics led to a fourth one: innovation is conspiracy (designs, schemes, plots). Yet in spite of these connotations that made a word (innovation) part of the vocabulary and discourses, innovation seems to have escaped the attention of intellectual or conceptual historians. Many concepts of change (crisis, revolution, progress, modernity) have been studied in literature, but innovation has not.

The changing fortune of innovation over the centuries sheds light on the values of a time. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the uses of the concept were essentially polemical. It served as a linguistic weapon, attaching a pejorative label to the innovators. To the ruling classes, the concept of innovation serves to discipline people and regulate society. To writers and pamphleteers, innovation is a word used to exploit emotions, to insult and, as many other words do, make “the enemy odious or contemptible by asserting he was like somebody or something we already disliked or looked down on” (Lewis, 1960: 323). In *Studies in Words*, Clive Staples Lewis speaks of a “tendency to select our pejorative epithets with a view not to their accuracy but to their power of hurting... not to inform... but to annoy” (Lewis, 1960: 326). A “word is selected solely because the speaker thought it was the one that the enemy (if he could hear it) would most dislike... The purpose of all opprobrious language is, not to describe, but to hurt... We call the enemy not what we think he is but what we think he would least like to be called” (Lewis, 1960: 122).

In contrast, from the nineteenth century onward, innovation started to refer to a central value of modern times: progress and utility. As a consequence, many people started appropriating the concept for their own ends. These developments
led to the transformation of the concept from a means to an end to an end in itself. Some words, Lewis suggests again, have nothing but a halo, a “mystique by which a whole society lives” (Lewis, 1960: 282). The word seeps into almost every sentence. Over the twentieth century, innovation has become quite a valuable buzzword, a magic word. Innovation is the panacea to every socioeconomic problem. One need not inquire into the society’s problems. Innovation is the a priori solution.
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NOTES

1. For example, while Francesco Guicciardini’s *Storia d'Italia* (1568) contains only one occurrence of *innouare*, one finds dozens of occurrences in English translations, like that of Geffray Fenton published in 1579.

2. “When the programme of games is prescribed and secures that the same children always play the same games and delight in the same toys in the same way and under the same conditions, it allows the real and serious laws also to remain undisturbed; but when these games vary and suffer innovations… [children] have no fixed and acknowledged standard of propriety and impropriety” (Plato, *The Laws*, VII, 797b).

3. “Even a small thing may cause changes. If for example people abandon some small feature of their constitution, next time they will with an easier mind tamper with some other and slightly more important feature, until in the end they tamper with the whole structure … The whole set up of the constitution [is] altered and it passed into the hands of the power-group that had started the process of innovation” [neoterizein] (Aristotle, *Politics*, X, xii, 1316b).

4. *In* is a prefix that expresses action: a movement towards something.

5. This chain reaction or slippery slope argument goes back to Plato, Aristotle and Polybius. It was served regularly against innovators, from the Reformation onward. “All Innovations in Government are Dangerous”, writes an anonymous writer against the English republican Henry Neville. It is “like a Watch, of which any one piece lost will disorder the whole” (Anonymous, 1681: 172).

6. On de-contestation, see Freeden (1996) and Norval (2000).

7. A few exceptions before that date are Thorstein
Veblen (1915: 118, 128-29), Bernhard Stern (1937) and Joseph Schumpeter (1939: 289).

8. A type of argument first found in the report on science to the US President from Vannevar Bush, Director of the Office of Scientific Research and Development (Bush, 1945) – but without the word innovation –, and economic historian Rupert Maclaurin, secretary to one of the four committees that assisted Bush (Maclaurin, 1949).

9. One of the firsts, if not the first to talk of innovation in terms of “initiative” is Gabriel Tarde in Les lois de l’imitation (Tarde, 1890).

10. On counter-concepts, see Koselleck (1975).

11. “Les savants anglais auraient donc été plus souvent originaux et novateurs que les Allemands, car c’est surtout à cause de l’originalité des idées et des découvertes qu’un homme est élevé au titre d’Associé étranger dans une académie” [English scholars were therefore more often original and innovative than their German counterparts, because it is mainly due to the originality of ideas and to discoveries that one is promoted as a foreign associate within an academy] (Candolle, 1873 : 56).

12. Seventy years earlier, Tarde discussed imitation in similar terms: “le plus imitateur des hommes est novateur par quelque côté” [The most imitative man is to a certain extent a novator too] (Tarde, 1890: 46).

13. Or science or research; these terms are not always distinguished in the literature.

Résumé

Pour une histoire du concept d’innovation : arme, instrument et cliché

L’innovation est un concept que chacun d’entre nous comprend spontanément – ou croit comprendre –, qu’à peu près tout chercheur utilise dans ses travaux et que chaque gouvernement épouse quand vient le temps d’élaborer des politiques économiques. Il n’en a pas toujours été ainsi. Pendant plus de 500 ans, l’innovation était un concept contesté et, depuis la Réforme, essentiellement péjoratif.

L’historiographie du concept d’innovation reste à faire. Les rares et brèves réflexions sont actuellement empreintes de mythes et de confusions conceptuelles. La présente communication propose une historiographie documentant les usages du concept au fil des siècles:
polémiques, instrumentaux et théoriques. Plus particulièremment, on discutera quand, comment et pourquoi le concept est devenu, et ce en moins d’un siècle, une valeur et un slogan.